Applying for scholarships with Scholarship Search

Common App has made it easy for applicants to access scholarship opportunities directly through your admissions application. We’ve partnered with College Board’s Big Future Scholarship Search to give you the option to connect your information with Scholarship Search — saving all your hard work to reuse on the next application!

Scholarship Search makes it easier for students to apply for scholarships by allowing you to apply to multiple scholarships without having to re-enter your information each time. Instead, you can reuse your information from one application to another. Fill out one application and simply import it to a Scholarship Search profile to use again next time.

Scholarship Search works with many scholarship providers, including Scholarship America, Dell Scholars and Phi Theta Kappa. Check out their website for the full list of providers at https://bigfuture.collegeboard.org/scholarship-search.

Use your Common App information to easily apply for scholarships

Once you submit an application in Common App, you will be guided to connect your accounts so we can transfer your Common App application information to your new Scholarship Search profile.

2. Log in to your Scholarship Search account, or register for a new account.
3. Give permission for Common App to access and transfer your data to Scholarship Search.

That’s it! You’ll be notified when the transfer is complete and will be taken back to your Common App account. Learn more about connecting your Common App with Scholarship Search at appsupport.commonapp.org.